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It's been said that when you love something it'll always return to you, but what happens when you

aren't so sure you want it to return? What happens when you realize that love may no be enough?

With Harlem gone in the wind, Ashleigh isn't sure that the love they share is enough to get them

past the secrets and lies they both told. With so many questions running through her head Ashleigh

doesn't know where to turn or who to turn to.With the backbone of the crew, Harlem missing without

a trace, it seems like the gang is slowly falling apart. Houston was never the thinker, always one to

act on impulse it doesn't take long for him to realize that he is out of his element. Adding insult to

injury, the one person that should be in his corner is so stuck on her past that she has no time for

her future.Though she should be on his side, Amanda can't focus on Houston because her mind is

on the what ifs. Finally at a good place, her past storms in and ruins the plans she had for the future.

Instead of letting go and enjoying life, Amanda makes a decision that sends her in a downward

spiral that not even Houston can save her from. Will Amanda move towards the future or let her past

swallow her whole?In this explosive finale, bonds will be broken and relationships will be tested. Will

the crew come out on top or will Kennedy prove to be a bigger boss than her father?
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I don't know where to start, from beginning to end you kept me intrigued.. Kennedy the way Koi did

her was everything, I knew Loc and Amanda were just meant for each other, the way he loved her

through her pain..Now Mannie he irked the hell out of me...Now Ashleigh boy did she boss up, the

way she got her revenge on Dre was life, I was glad when Harlem finally laid everything on the

table, and got his family back...Now Houston his ass just needs to grow up..Even though  had us

waiting, it was well worth it Great Job....

Trenae has done it again. This finale to Ashleigh and Harlem's story was great. I'm so glad they

finally got it together. Amanda and Loc ....yessss because Houston was too childish. I love Malika,

Feeva, Judge and Jury. Can't wait to read their story. Koi came along and fit right in. Who is the

secret thug working for Harlem???

When I say I didn't see it coming like that. The situations all played out very well. You didn't need to

ask for more. Trenae' gave you all the goods and even left you with a follow-up on our other

characters. Awesome no need to spoilers go one click the series and feel where I'm coming from.

Trenae you did an superb job on this series,can't wait to read wishing he was my hitta. All I can do

and say this series is a memorable one,I HIGHLY RECOMMEND you will love Ashleigh and

Amanda awesome journey and the people they met alone the way

You never disappoint. I love the way this series ended. Harlem and Houston got exactly what they

deserve. Bella was dropping some serious knowledge at the end which makes perfect sense in hind

sight.

A nice end to a great series! Trenae' always comes through. My emotions were all over the place as

I related to each character. Their perspectives are captivating and relatable to real life experiences.

You know I love crazy book Baes, so I cannot wait for the spinoffs.

I chose this rating cause it was a great book. I loved the twist and how she just throw in a character

like she did. Keep up the great work on writing these awesome books and I will keep buying them.



I wish there was more! This entire series was intense. I always wanted more. Can't wait to read

wishing he was my gotta
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